
Turn Signal wiring diagrams

Recently I asked on FordBarn if anyone had wiring diagrams for the particular turn signal system 
(Everlasting) that I have mounted on my '29 Tudor .

I had many responses and have collected them in the pages that follow. Unfortunately I didn't retain the 
sources. :-(

In addition, I browsed the 'net and found a few more.

I haven't done anything yet with the information but plan on checking out and "prettying up" the wiring 
on my car.

Regards,

Bill Lee



01/17/2010

A note found on Early_CJ5.com forum:
“I bought a turn signal switch from Krage Motorsports (Brand name is 
Everlasting) and need a copy of the wiring diagram. Long story short, 
mechanic friend was installing a complete new wiring harness and turn signal 
switch in my 1960 CJ5. After 8 months he was "still working on it". I'm 
tired of waiting and I'm having someone else finish the work. The original 
mechanic lost the wiring diagram for the switch. The new shop has asked for 
the diagram. 

Does anyone have a copy of the wiring diagram for the turn signal switch that 
Krage sells? I might just have to call Krage and ask them to send a copy.”

Response was

“Your in luck, I just wired the same switch into my 1971, with a painless harness.
Green to the right front signal
Yellow to the left front
Brown to the right rear
Orange to left rear
Red to the stop switch
Black & Blue to the Flasher “

The referenced vendor is http://www.jeepdoc.com/ and the turn signal in question appears to be the 
Everlasting and is part number 947348 (17232.01)

Also found the Everlasting listed on eBay, item #300369773557

http://www.jeepdoc.com/


From Dennis Oberer:

1. Be sure to change the flasher bulb inside the Signal Stat to 6 volt.
2. Power the unit from a NEGATIVE lead from the battery or your hot terminal block on the firewall.
3. Retain the original brown wire in the harness that feeds the tail lights (red part of the A lens).
4. DO NOT use the green wire from the original loom that runs from the stoplight switch to the LR tail light. 
5. DO NOT use the green wire from the cross over loom from the LR to the RR tail light.
6. DO run new wires from the gray wire on the Signal Stat to your LR stop light bulb.
7. DO run new wire from the black wire on the Signal Stat to your RR stop light bulb.
8. Be sure to connect the flasher as per the sketch. Power  to the X terminal, Blue wire to the F terminal and Yellow wire to the L 

terminal. L = load, F = flasher.
9. BE SURE to ground the Signal Stat. I ran a separate ground wire from the hose clamp that mounts the unit right to the A firewall. BE 

SURE THE GROUND IS SURE or the unit will not work.
10. Disconnect the green wire from the Stop Light Switch and connect the Yellow Wire from the Signal Stat to that terminal on the stop 

light switch.













This picture goes with the instructions on the next page.





And just for interest:


